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S P I N N I N G  T I P S

Plying on a spindle is easy! In fact, there are 
many ways to do it: Andean plying, mul-

tiple spindles, center-pull ball, etc. I’ve tried 
them all and find that I make my best yarn 
when I transfer the yarn from my spindle to  
a storage device before plying. Small balls and 
clay flowerpots work well; the balls hold the 
yarn and the pots hold the ball. It is a trick Rita 
Buchanan taught at Spin.Off Autumn Retreat 
(SOAR) one year. You can also use weaving 
bobbins and a lazy kate to hold your singles, 
just as you would for plying on a wheel.

To transfer the yarn from my spindle, I use  
a shoe box with a hole punched in the side as a 
spindle holder. The box keeps my spindle steady  
so I have both hands for winding.

FLOWERPOT PLYING
Wind the singles from your spindle firmly and 

evenly around small felt or rubber balls. Keeping the 
yarn under tension makes plying easier and helps 
even out the twist. Spin more yarn and wrap anoth-
er ball. To keep the balls from running amuck, place 
each one under its own upside-down flowerpot. 
Thread the yarn through the drainage holes of the 
pots, and you are ready to ply.

PLYING WITH A LAZY KATE
If you are a weaver or have a friend who is—try 

this method. Put a boat shuttle bobbin on a bob-
bin winder and wind the singles from your spindle 
(secured in the shoe box) onto the bobbin just as if 
you were winding a bobbin for weaving. A smooth-
ly wound bobbin makes plying a breeze. Fill a sec-
ond bobbin, put the bobbins on a lazy kate, and you 
are ready to go.

PLYING ON YOUR SPINDLE
Tie your two singles to the leader of your spindle 

with an overhand knot. Hold the yarns in your fiber 
hand with a finger between them so they won’t twist 
together until you are ready. With your twist hand, 
turn the spindle counterclockwise or opposite to 
the direction your singles were spun. After the spin-
dle starts turning, slide the twist hand up and pull 
down lengths of yarn, letting the plying twist run 

Plying on a Spindle

Wind yarn 
from spin-
dle to ball.
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Place each ball of yarn under its own flowerpot and pass  
the end of the yarn through the drainage hole.
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into this section. Make sure you keep the yarns ten-
sioned evenly as you ply. When the yarn has enough 
twist, pull out another length of yarn and add more 
twist.

When your spindle reaches the floor, stop and 
wind the yarn onto the spindle shaft. I tend to spin 
the yarn at a 90-degree angle, but I ply holding my 
fiber hand halfway between my shoulder and waist 
and letting the spindle hang straight down.

HELPFUL HINTS

of balanced plied yarn by letting a length of your 
freshly spun yarn twist back on itself, and tie the 
ends together in a loop. Ply to match that sample.

-
fore plying.

having them come over my shoulder, but see what 
feels comfortable to you.

When your spindle is full, put it back in the shoe 
box and wind your yarn into a skein. Be sure to 
add some ties to keep it neat. Set the twist by wash-
ing the skein in warm, soapy water and then rins-
ing in clear, warm water. Snap the skein between 
your hands a couple of times to straighten it out and 

move the twist around a bit. Hang it to dry. Since 
you have removed some twist in plying, most skeins 
will not need weights when drying.

While your yarn is drying—dream of all the won-
derful ways you can use it!  z

Maggie Casey is co-owner of Shuttles, Spindles, and Skeins in 
Boulder, Colorado, and the author of Start Spinning: Everything You 
Need to Know to Make Great Yarn (Interweave, 2008).

If you have a bobbin winder (for weaving), wind your 
spindle yarn onto weaving bobbins to make plying more 
manageable.

Turn the spin-
dle counter-
clockwise, and 
let the twist 
run up into 
the yarn.
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Pull out another 
length of singles 
to be plied.
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